Abstract-Document semantic similarity is a current research field, in particular when the concept-based characterization (or signature) of the entities should be automatically extracted from their content. This becomes critical whenever someone would like to build an effective recommender system on top of this similarity measure and its usage for document retrieval and ranking. In this work, our research goal is an expert system for job placement, based on skills, capabilities, areas of expertise present into someone's curriculum vitae and personal preferences. The challenge is to take into account all the personal educational experiences (formal, informal, and on-the-job), but also work-related know-how, to create a concept based profile of the person. This will allow a reasoned matching process with existing job positions, but also towards additional educational experience for profile improvement. Taking inspiration from the explicit semantic analysis (ESA), we developed a domain-specific approach to semantically characterize documents and to compare them for similarity. Thanks to an enriching and a filtering process, we transform the general purpose German Wikipedia dump into a domain specific model for our task. The domain is defined also through a German knowledge base of description for educational experiences and for job offers. Initial testing with a small set of documents demonstrated that our approach covers the main requirements. There are still open issues that we would like to tackle in the next project steps. Alongside, we have other research directions we plan to take into account, ranging from the consideration of information granulation theories to the best parameters set for algorithm tuning, till the extensibility of our solution to a multi-lingual context.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the issue for building an effective recommender system for job placement is the difficulty of identifying the skills, capabilities, areas of expertise that a person has. This is even more difficult when the person, on top of the mix of formal, informal, and on-the-job educational experiences has also work-related know-how.
In a research project partially finance by the Innovation and Technology commission (CTI/KTI) of the Swiss confederation, we identified a possible technical solution for this open problem. There is already a quite extensive knowledge of approaches in the state of the art, but none of the existing approach is well tailored for our problem. In fact, it is characterized by the following main aspects: a) need for analyzing unstructured and semi-structured documents, b) commitment at extracting a semantic signature for a given document, c) obligation to treat documents written in German language, as this is the most used language for documents in Switzerland, d) usage of semantic concepts also in the German language, e) capability of running analysis on multi-parted sets finding ranked assignments for comparisons, and f) ability to run with minimal human intervention, towards a fully automated approach. For these reasons, we performed research on a new approach, that is described in this work. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. II presents a very brief overview of related works, then our approach is depicted in Sect. III, covering the different aspects of the functional requirements, the design of the system, and the data source characterization. Sect. IV reports about the requirement validation, from the tuning of the parameters, till the experimental settings. Following, the results of our first experiment on a reduced dataset is presented in Sect. V, and the conclusions (Sect. VI) recaps our contribution towards a solution for this problem, stressing also some future work we intend to tackle in the next step of this research project.
II. RELATED WORK
The solution we are proposing took inspiration by numerous already existing approaches and systems, for example in the domain of document indexing, comparison and most similar retrieval there is a good review in the work of Alvarez and Bast [1] , in particular with respect to word embedding and document similarity computations. Another very influential article by Egozi et al. [2] , on top of supporting a concept-based information retrieval pathway, provided us with the idea of the map model called ESA (explicit semantic analysis) and also suggested us some measures and metrics for the implementation. A following work by Song and Roth [3] suggested us the idea of filtering the model matrix and the internal approach for sparse vector densification towards similarity computation, whenever we have as input a short text. The idea of strating from the best crowd-based information source, Wikipedia, was supported by the work of Gabrilovich and Markovitch [4] , that described their approach for Computing semantic relatedness using wikipedia-based explicit semantic analysis. This also fits our need of a German-specific knowledge base, as wikipedia publicly provides separated dumps for each different language. Recently, a work from two LinkedIn employees [5] showed a different approach to map together profiles and jobs with perceived good matches, by using a two step approach for texts comprehension: relying on the set of skills S existing on the users profiles, the job description is mapped by a neural network (Long Short Term Memory) into an implicit vectorial space and then transformed into an explicit set of related skills ∈ S using a linear transformation of multiplicative matrix W .
As the embedding is a key feature, we also analyzed the work of Pagliardini et al. [6] , towards an unsupervised learning of sentence embeddings using compositional n-gram features, and we relied on one of our previous work [7] to extract the candidate concepts from the domain. Another possibility for achieving this task could have been to adopt the embedRank of Bennani et al. [8] , where they suggest an unsupervised key-phrase extraction using sentence embeddings. Eventually, also the work towards the usage of information granulation for fuzzy logic and rough sets applications will be beneficial for this objective [9] , together with its underlying contributions to the interpretability issues [10] .
III. THE APPROACH
The general objective of this work is to design a data-based system that is able to characterize a document summarizing the education steps and experiences of a person (generally know as Curriculum Vitae or CV for short) in term of keywords. This means extracting from a CV its major points. To this objective, the initial prototype was devoted to analyze a single document, returning the extracted signature for human operator usage.
As this approach is useful for human expert direct consumption, but suboptimal for further more abstract tasks such as direct document comparisons, similarities extraction or document matching, there is a need for a novel type of solution, which is able to satisfy all the imposed requirements, specified in the next section.
A. Functional Requirements
Given the objective and the state of the art described, as starting point, we elicited some requirements through direct discussions with experts. They are three key person from the business partner, making manual assessment of CV and personalized suggestion of next educational step, on a daily basis. As a result of these interactions and the related iterative process of refinements, a common set of needs emerged as functional requirements useful to achieve common goals present in their day to day practice.
Matching this candidate set with the business requirements expressed by the project partner, we eventually identified a kernel group of desideratum, as from the following list: FR1) develop a metric to compare documents based on common set of attributes FR2) compare two given documents: FR2.1) identify similarity between two educational-related documents FR2.2) extract the capabilities, skills, and areas of expertise common to two (or more) documents FR3) compare a given document against a set: FR3.1) assign the most-related job posting to a given CV FR3.2) find the closest educational experience to a CV based on the common skill-set FR3.3) find similar CVs to a given one, in term of capabilities, skills, and areas of expertise And some additional nice-to-have capabilities, such as: (a) the use of a granular approach [11] for semistructured documents, to improve their concept-based signature (b) the capability of using different knowledge metrics, (such as presence, direct count, count balanced against frequency and normalized count balanced against frequency) for considering the keyword occurrences into documents [12] , and (c) the usage of different distance metrics (such as cosine distance/similarity and multi-dimensions euclidean distance) for comparing vector entries into the knowledge matrix, also called "semantic distance" measure [13] .
B. System Design
The system is designed to create a matrix representing the relationship between sets of keywords and concepts. We define concepts, following the ESA approach [4] , by using the wikipedia German version (called DEWiki in the rest of the paper). This means that we consider concept every page existing in this source, using as its identifier the page title and as description the text body (except the metadata part). The definition of valid concept is in itself a research subject, and we capitalized on our previous work about concepts extraction from unstructured text [7] , adopting the same approach. Figure  1 presents the two processes of enriching and domain specific filtering, that constitutes our pipeline to go from the source dump to the knowledge matrix. Enriching is the process used to extract the complete set of valid pages, meaning all the pages with a valid content (eg: excluding the so called disambiguation pages) and also enriched by simulating an actual content for the Redirect pages. Domain specific filtering refers to our intuition that instead of using a generic, transversal knowledge base, we would like to have a more focused and specific model, only covering the concepts relevant for our application domain. After these two steps, the dataset is ready for being transformed into the knowledge source.
Through the use of statistical approaches, the enriched and filtered list of wikipedia pages is transformed in a bidimensional matrix, whose dimensions are the stem 1 of the words in the page content (columns) and the page names, consider as concepts (rows). The content of the matrix in the center of Fig. 2 represents the importance of each dimension for characterizing a concept. As a measure, we adopted TFIDF (Term Frequency -Inverse Document Frequency), balancing the frequency of the stem within the document (the TF part) and its specificity to the current document (as the inverse of the stem distribution amongst all the documents, the IDF part).
The resulting matrix is our knowledge base, where for each wikipedia article relevant for our domain there is a distribution of stems, after filtering out too frequent and infrequent ones. Thus, every concept is represented as a vector in this knowledge space.
It is important to notice that the matrix is transposed with respect of a standard ESA model. This means that the vector space is constructed starting from stems and not wikipedia article (concepts). This difference also affects the function used for computing similarity between documents, as each one of them is represented by a vector in this stems space.
Consequently, the similarity of a document to a concept can be measured by the vector distance of its stem vector to the stem vector for the concept. Accordingly, it is possible to produce a ranking of concepts for any arbitrary text document, and it is possible to compare the similarity of two documents by measuring the aggregated distance of their stems vectors.
As represented in Fig.2 , additional supporting data structures are maintained, in order to allow on-the-flight restriction on the columns and rows to be taken into account for the actual computations. These consist in two bidimensional arrays that describes the relative position and the cumulated value of each element into the distribution, respectively in the DEWiki and the Domain. Thanks to these supplementary information, it is possible to filter out too diffused or too specific stems and concepts, allowing a fine tune for the algorithm at run-time. 
Data Sources Characterization:
The main data source is represented by a dump of the German version of wikipedia (DEWiki), taken on March 2018, and it is composed of ∼2. 5 Millions pages.
For the domain extension definition, we used three main data sources. The first one, composed of set of CV has a cardinality of ∼27.000, the second one, representing the description of publicly available educational experiences in Switzerland sums up to ∼1.100 entries (around 300 vocational training, called "Lehre" in German, and 800 Higher education descriptions). The third and last source refers to open Jobs offer and has ∼30.000 postings.
After enriching the initial candidate set of more then 2 millions pages, we have more than 3 millions valid entries, thanks to the removal of 253.061 irrelevant disambiguation pages and the addition of 1.443.110 "virtual" entities, derived by redirect links to 757.908 valid pages.
On this initial candidate set of pages, we apply the filtering process, to restrict them only to entries relevant for our domain reducing the number of considered concepts to 39.797.
Consequently, also the set of stems reduced. In fact the one included in the full enriched dataset has a dimension of ∼870K, that reduces to ∼66K after the filtering process. These constitute the full set of dimensions.
For defining the additional data structures used in the filtering process at run-time, we computed individual and cumulated frequency of the stem and concepts in the reference model produced after the filtering process. As an example, Table I reports the top 10% of the distribution of the stems. In italics, the English-based stem, showing the contamination from other languages. This can be problematic, as the stop-word removal and the stemming process are language dependent. 
IV. REQUIREMENTS VALIDATION
To provide the requirement (FR1), we developed a metric for comparisons of two documents: we use the balanced weight of the common concepts describing the two documents with respect to the average weight of the total set of concepts. This allows us to consider not only the concepts used, but also their relative relevance for each document.
With respect to the comparison of two documents requirement (FR2), we measured the capabilities of our approach based on some examples. The same is used for both the subgoals: for (FR2.1) the ordered list of common concepts represent a solution, whether the consideration also of the level of relevance provides an indication of the capabilities, skills and areas of expertise underlining the similarity level reported, providing in this way the (F2.2) requirement.
With respect to the requirement (FR3), this is a generalization of the previous category, with the additional demand of considering a bigger set of documents for comparison. Despite the similarity of the internal approach required to satisfy FR3, computationally this is a harder problem, and we developed an additional set of functions to run, compare and rank the results of individual comparisons. Every subcategory into this requirement is distinguished by the type of resulting documents (FR3.1: CV −→ Jobs, FR3.2: CV −→ Educations, and FR3.3: CV −→ CVs) used for the comparison, but the algorithm to provide the results is substantially identical.
A. Parameters tuning
As the system has multiple parameters to control its behavior, we run a multi-parametrized analysis to discover the best configuration. One problem is due to the limited dimension of the test-set available, as preparing the dataset and the human expert based assignment is a time consuming activity. Despite the risk of overfitting on the obtainable cases, we perceived the usefulness of this analysis.
For this, we develop a piece of code to generate discrete variation of the set of parameters and we used these criterion lots for finding the best (most related) assignment for each document. In order to compare the result, we used a transformation matrix for generating a mono-dimensional measure from the assignment results. Table II presents the multipliers used. For the top-K documents in the ordered result set, the number of entries common with the human-proposed solution is counted and then this number is multiplied by the value present into the matrix to give one component of the global summation. In these way we are able to directly compare runs based on different parameters set. 
B. Experimental Setting
The set of parameters controlling our system is as follows:
• wiki limits, controls the rows used, by restricting too frequent or infrequent entries, using the first additional multidimensional array of cumulated frequency in Figure 2 , meaning computed referring to the DEWiki. It is composed by a top and a bottom filtering level.
• domain limits, also controls the rows to be considered in the computation, based on the comulated frequencies into the Domain corpus. It is based on the second additional multidimensional array in Figure 2 .
• top stems, indicated the maximun number of vector components that can be used to characterize at run-time a concept. It dynamically restrict the columns considerable for comparisons, by ranked absolute filtering.
• concept limitation method, controls the way concepts limitation is done: it assumes a value in the set {HARD,SOFT}. In the first case instructs the system to use an absolute number, whether in the second to conserve a certain information percentage. The value to use is respectively given by the following parameters: -top concepts is the absolute number of top ranked concepts to use, normally between 25 and 1000. -top soft concepts is the cumulated information percentage that the considered top ranked concepts hold. It normally ranges between 0.05 and 0.30.
• matrix method, is the method used to compute each cell value in Figure 2 . Currently we implemented an initial set {BINARY,TF,TFIDF,TFIDF NORMALIZED}. For the current publication experiments we adopted the last value.
• comparing method, is the method used for measuring the distance of elements(dissimilarity) in the restricted vector space, between two or more documents. Currently we implemented only a metric that represent the cosine distance (COSINE).
Additionally to these parameters that affects the algorithm behavior, we have some config voices that only affect the presentation of results. The main ones amongst them are:
• poss level, instructs the system on which final value to consider as a similarity threshold for indication of uncertain (under the given value) and possible (over it) similarity level. Usually set to 0.10.
• prob level, indicates the dual threshold to distinguish between possible (under it) and probable (over it) similar documents. One candidate value from our experiment seems to be 0.25.
• debug, control the amount of information about the computation problem that the algorithm emits. It can be one of {True,False}
To demonstrate that our solution is not producing purely random-based set of results, we created a test case composed of 17 CVs and 44 different educational experience description, indicated by the business partner. As preparation, they also provided us with the three best assignments, as the golden standard. We then ran multiple bipartite analysis with different parameters sets, creating ranked association sets and measured their quality, based on the weight presented in Table II. The reference is the expected quality value for a purely random distribution without repetition of 44 elements for the considered top-k sets, with expected value E[Q] ≈ 0.32.
On our set of 27 different runs we observed a quality in the range [3.96 − 10.39] with an average Q ≈ 6.62 and a dispersion measured with standard deviation of σ[Q] ≈ 1.68. This support our hypothesis that our approach (the model and its usage in the system) provides some knowledge.
Additionally, an human-based evaluation was performed, as we would like to have an estimation of the utility and effectiveness of our approach to support human reasoning. An expert from the business domain ranked five selected entries. We selected one entry we considered very successful (CV 9 ), one with intermediate results (CV 11 ), and three elements with not too good assignments (one with at least one match into the top-10 and two without anyone).
For the analytical data (matches and relevant score based on Table II) we point the reader to Table III . Here the second, third and forth columns represent the descending ordered position of the matches in the candidate list, whether the fifth column encode the quality score (Q) achieved by that configuration. Eventually, the seventh and last column gives the evaluation assigned by the human expert to the specific , with highest value representing better option distribution. The selected set of five CV achieve an average value of 2.4, with values ranging from 1 to 4. For a very initial analysis of the rates given, is possible to note a high correlation of our quality measure with the stars-based expert rate. Interestingly and in contrast with the expectation, the two worst cases for our quality measure are rated with 2 and 3, indicating a nevertheless acceptable to good utility for the human judgment: we currently do have not clear explanations for this fact, and we need more experimental result to test any hypothesis.
V. RESULTS
After the non purely randomness demonstration, we identified an initial small set of documents to be used for running the first experiment. They are as follows: 
As for every document we extracted a weighted sequence of the top K concepts, and we considered this as its semantic signature. The summarized result of the computation is shown on Table IV , where each cell represents the similarity measure between a couple of document in the selected set.
To support the interpretation, we compute on the relative similarity measures from Table IV the differentials with respect to each row, following the formula: V y = x V xy (coherently, the same is valid for the column, based on the formula V x = y V xy ), giving us the two transposed matrices. These matrices, encode the relative distance of each other document from the average ones. One of them is represented in Table V , but we skipped to represent the transposed ones. In thus table, the different gradation of yellow in the standard deviation bottom filed, described how much polarized are the set of result for each given entry in the set. Higher measures in this field intuitively suggest a better comprehension and differentiation of the peculiarities of a specific element with respect of the others in the set.
Eventually, to have a global view, we summed-up cell-wise the symmetric elements, creating the final object represented into Table VI In this matrix the most significant similarity indications are highlighted with a red background, whose tone intensity positively correlates with their strength, also considering the average and standard deviation of all the delta-based similarity metric reported for the specific document. The 11th row, represents for each column (document) the best candidate for semantic matching, whether the highlighting color used here, indicate the "natural" clusters that emerge by the document thematic matching process. Interesting to be noted that based on the fact the tint of the highlighting is defined on a columnbased analysis, the same value can present different intensity, such as for W 3 6 and W 6 3 .
A. Some Initial Considerations
From the analysis of the results, we think we can clearly identify some strong similarities, roughly corresponding with the darkest red-highlighted cells in Table VI: • Doc 1 and Doc 4 are very similar, as they both describe the profession of car mechatronics engineer, even though from two different point of view (the first as a capacity certificate, whether the latter one as a job offer), • Doc 2 and Doc 5 are quite similar, as they both are related with computer sciences strictly related subareas: one presenting a software developer open position into a wellknown online job platform, the other characterizing the research themes and project carried out in the "Data Intelligence" team at HSLU-Informatik, Eventually, Doc 9 and Doc 10 , that are not specific of the domain used for building the system model, are included into the evaluation to showcase the effect of noise: no clear similarity emerges, but the effects of similar structure and common delimiter elements take a preponderant role, suggesting a similarity amongst each another, as also shown into Fig. 3 .
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we presented an ESA-inspired, domainspecific approach to semantically characterize documents and to compare them for similarity. After clarifying the context of usage and the functional requirements, we described the creation of the model, that sits at the core of our proposal. Peculiarities of our approach are the enriching and filtering processes, that allows to start from a general purpose corpus of documents and create a domain specific model. This computation happens at the system initialization stage, giving a model ready to use at run-time. Anyway, to improve the performances we designed additional data structures and parameters to allow a more fine grained adjustment for each execution. On top of the model, we designed functions and metrics to use from seamless documents characterization and similarity scoring.
The challenge of the ESA approach proposed in [2] is the aggregation of vector representation from single words to whole documents, as this is the unity in our application domain. To solve this issue, we contribute a new ESA approach, with a transposed vector space consisting of stems, representing Wikipedia Text concepts as points in this space. This allows to position arbitrary text documents in this space and to compare their similarities to Wikipedia entries and all other text documents using Vector distance. Our conclusion is even though this method is not directly applicable for concept extraction like traditional ESA, we have shown that our method produces meaningful results for semantic document matching based on similarity.
This will eventually fulfill the provision of an integrated solution for automatic semantic document matching in a domain oriented flavor, also towards the support of a recommender system. This expert system can then be used for job placement, based on skills, capabilities, areas of expertise present into someone's curriculum vitae and personal preferences, considering all the experiences in formal, informal, and on-thejob education, but also work-related know-how, to create a personal holistic concept based profile. It will allow a reasoned matching process with existing job positions, but also towards additional educational experience for profile improvement.
We applied our approach to curricula vitae, defining our domain through a German knowledge base of description for educational experiences and for job offers. We initially statistically demonstrated that the produced results are not random, based on a quality mono-dimensional measure transformation of the results; and then we designed a small set of 10 documents for a test-case, divided into 3 clusters, with 2 unrelated elements.
The first result was that similar documents were grouped by the algorithm (Mechanical Engineering is the common theme for (Doc 1 , Doc 4 ) whether (Doc 2 , Doc 5 ) refer to Computer science, the cluster composed by (Doc 6 , Doc 7 , Doc 8 ) describe health related operations/services, and so on) and thus our algorithm demonstrated the potential for documents thematic matching, starting from heterogeneous sources, even though some details still remain to be better understood. We then showcased that the main requirements are covered by the results obtained.
As our contribution, we showed that the idea of restricting the knowledge based for the ESA space to a specific domain and the possibility to filter too common or infrequent elements from both the dimensions of the model seems to improve the capability of recognizing semantic relationship amongst documents, by reducing the noise affecting the system. Figure 3 shows the dendrogram (hierarchical tree) produced by the normalization of the distance matrix using the complete approach, to balance the clusters by reducing the summation of the inter-cluster distance.
The major limit of our approach is its language dependency, as the model is produced on a specific language-based jargon. Unfortunately, this is currently a structural limit, as we develop our model on the German language, as this is the bigger language used toward Switzerland, and also the job offers and the educational experiences are specific from Switzerland and described in the same language. Anyway, we do not expect big issues (except the potential lack of data) in repeating the full process using sources in different languages.
Currently, this prototype is used for comparison with manually annotated CV, in order to assess its stability (absence of macroscopic false positive) and also to verify its usefulness (in term of additional enrichment it can produce with respect to the information a human operator in a typical iteration produces). No structural result is still available in this respect, as the testing is still in a initial phase.
A. Future works
Despite the promising results, we would like to improve the system and extend the testing, in particular with respect to: 1) adoption of a granular approach: we expect to improve the document characterization by its concept-based signature, in particular considering that curricula vitae are intrinsically already semistructured documents, 2) development of customizable metrics for stems weighting into the domain-specific model, allowing the selection at runtime of which one to adopt for a specific run, 3) envision of different distance metrics for comparing vector entries into the knowledge matrix, in order to stress distinctive aspects of our model vector space 4) estimation of the effects of parameters choice to the output, in order to identify optimal parameters sets, 5) ideate an approach to deal with multiple languages:
as Switzerland is a multi-lingual entity, this will be definitively interesting, also towards the capability of comparing documents written in different languages or to consider entries with section in various languages. An idea we are assessing is to create different ESA model, each one starting from a dump in the relevant language, and then somehow relate them using the metadata stating the equivalence of pages in different languages (normally present in Wikipedia as "Languages" in the bottom left of a page). Some of these aspects will be researched in the next project steps, together with the concurrent semi-automatic creation of a lightweight ontology for concepts existing into our domain.
